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ABSTRACT
Aberration sensitivity of alternating phase-shifting masks (PSMs) can be reduced by taking advantage of
the trim exposure. Rather than a single phase region bordering each edge of a line, the enhanced alternating
PSM technique uses multiple phase regions. The number of phase regions and their widths can be optimized
for overall process tolerance including aberration sensitivity and exposure latitude. For exposure with a
wavelength of 248 nm and a numerical aperture of 0.68, the optimal number of phase regions is two, with
widths between 100 nm and 200 nm. These auxiliary phase regions do not affect the final pattern if a
light-field trim mask is used. No extra processing step is necessary. With the enhanced alternating PSM
technique, isolated lines of average dimension as small as 36 nm can be delineated using 248 urn lithography
with a 3o- linewidth control of 13.4 urn. The mean critical dimension of 36 urn corresponds to k1 = 0.1.

Keywords: optical lithography, phase-shifting mask, aberrations, alternating phase-shifting mask, en-
hanced alternating phase-shifting mask

1. INTRODUCTION
Alternating phase-shifting masks (PSMs)' offer robust imaging of small, dark regions. Field-effect tran-
sistors (FETs) with gate lengths corresponding to k1 = 0.22 and isolated linewidths of k1 = 0.i have
been demonstrated. Superior aerial image quality and lower sensitivity to mask critical dimension (CD)
error4 of alternating PSMs compared with chromium-on-glass (COG) masks hold the promise of reduced
across-chip linewidth variation (ACLV) . Nevertheless, implementation of alternating PSMs is not straight-
forward. Issues include intensity imbalance due to mask topography,57 mask inspection and repair,810
and the need for sophisticated computer-aided design (CAD) algorithms." The existence of more than
one phase on the photomask means that aberration sensitivity is also a concern. This work aims to examine
aberration sensitivity of alternating PSMs, and possible approaches for its reduction.

2. ALTERNATING PSM AND COG MASK
Let us first compare the simulated aberration sensitivity of an isolated line printed with a COG mask
and an alternating PSM, as shown in Fig. 1. The 100-nm line is imaged with an exposure system with a
wavelength of 248 urn (A = 248 urn), a numerical aperture of 0.68 (NA = 0.68), and a partial coherence
factor of 0.3 (a = 0.3). With these parameters, the 100-nm line corresponds to k, = 0.27. Aberration
sensitivity is determined for each Zernike polynomial Z,'2 being measured by the difference between
the aerial image with no aberrations, except for a focus error of 250 nm,* and the image with 0.0 lÀ of
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*A 250-nm focus error is approximately 1 R. U., where R. U. is the Rayleigh unit of depth of focus (-ç-).
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Figure 1. Aberration sensitivity of a k1 = 0.27 line. The Zernike terms are tabulated in Appendix A.

zi with the same focus error.13'14 For sensitivity of the critical dimension to aberrations, as shown in
Fig. 1(a) , an alternating PSM is consistently better than a COG mask, a phenomenon also observed by
other authors.15"3 This result is a consequence of the better quality of the alternating PSM image.

For placement sensitivity to aberrations, however, an alternating PSM does not have much advantage
over a COG mask. Both types of mask are similarly sensitive to the various orders of coma (terms 7, 16,
and 29) and three-leaf clover (terms 9, 18, and 31), as shown in Fig. 1(b). For O.O1A of third order coma
aberration, the 100-nm isolated line is shifted by 12 nm, amounting to 12% of the CD.

Aberration sensitivity of an alternating PSM can be decreased by exposure with a larger partial coher-
ence factor. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the placement sensitivity is decreased by large factors when the partial
coherence factor increases from 0.3 to 0.7. For example, placement sensitivity to third order coma reduces
from 12 nm to 4.7 nm for a 100-nm isolated line. However, increasing the partial coherence factor has the
unfortunate effect of exposure latitude and depth of focus reduction [Fig. 2(b)]. As a increases from 0.3 to
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Figure 2. Aberration sensitivity improves with increasing partial coherence factor, while both exposure latitude
and depth of focus decreases.

0.5, the total window16 decreases from 34.4 % m to 13.1 % ,um.t A further increase of the partial coherence
factor to 0.7 almost halves the total window to 7.0 % m. It is desirable to reduce aberration sensitivity of
alternating PSMs without the significant reduction in depth of focus and exposure latitude.

3. THROUGH-PITCH ABERRATION SENSITIVITY
We can obtain clues for aberration sensitivity reduction by observing the dependence of aberration sensitiv-
ity on pitch. Figure 3(a) shows the placement senstivity of a 100-nm line to third order coma aberration as
a function of pitch. For periods larger than 400 nm, the sensitivity is fairly constant at 12 nm/0.OL\. But it
drops rapidly below a pitch of 400 nm, reaching a value as low as 2 nm/0.O1A for a period of 250 nm before
increasing at smaller pitches. This increase originates from poor image quality, rather than high aberration
sensitivity per se—a 200-nm period is very close to the theoretical resolution limit of the exposure system
of 182 nm. We can therefore assert that aberration sensitivity decreases with decreasing pitch, until the
period is so small that even the image with no aberrations is not useful. On the other hand, the exposure
latitude of the 100-nm line is relatively stable as a function of pitch (except for very small periods where
image quality is poor). As shown in Fig. 3(b), the exposure latitude for pitch values greater than 250 nm
is approximately 35%. From exposure latitude and aberration sensitivity considerations, we would like to
print patterns with periods around 250 nm.

4. ENHANCED ALTERNATING PSM
For the exposure system under consideration, a pitch of 250 nm results in low aberration sensitivity and
uncompromised exposure latitude. From the lithography point of view, it is thus advantageous to introduce
forbidden pitches such that patterns with periods greater than, say, 300 nm are not allowed. Such design
rules are usually excessively restrictive on circuit design. By using light-field trim masks and dark-field
alternating PSMs with certain modifications, it is possible to print lines with reduced aberration sensitivity,
without much sacrifice in exposure latitude, and with less severe design restrictions. Let us illustrate the

tThe total window numbers are the areas enclosed by the depth-of-focus-exposure-latitude curves and the axes
[Fig. 2(b)].
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Figure 3. Dependence of process tolerance on pitch.

method by Fig. 4. In the traditional approach, a line is formed by combining the images of the alternating
PSM [Fig. 4(a)J and the trim mask [Fig. 4(b)]. Conventional wisdom says that the width of the phase
regions on the alternating PSM should be made large, since the exposure latitude increases with increasing
phase width, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . But increasing the phase width also increases aberration sensitivity,
as shown in Fig. 5(b) . To balance the competing requirements of low dose sensitivity and low aberration
sensitivity, we propose forming a line by adding the images of an alternating PSM with multiple phase
regions [Fig. 4(c)] and a light-field trim mask [Fig. 4(b)] . This method has the advantage of allowing us
to adjust the number of phase regions and their widths to optimize for overall process tolerance including
aberration sensitivity and exposure latitude.

The optimization problem is similar to that of placing assist features'7 and phase-shifting assist fea-
tures.18 Rather than adding assist features which are the same tone as the main pattern, however, we
place features that are of the opposite tone. Moreover, we do not worry if these auxiliary phase regions
print, because any trace of their existence is removed by the light-field trim mask.

To simplify the optimization, we investigate the situation where the widths of the phase areas [the
dimension s in Fig. 4(c)] are uniform, and the opaque lines separating the phase regions have the same
dimension as the main feature [w = CD in Fig. 4(c)]. The problem becomes determining the number of
phase regions on each side of the line (m) and their sizes s. The curve with the circular markers in Fig. 6
shows the aberration sensitivity of an isolated 100-nm line bordered by one phase region (n = 1) as a
function of the phase width (s) . The sensitivity to third order coma decreases with reducing phase width,
a result that is consistent with the data shown in Fig 3(a) . For minimal aberration sensitivity, we would
like to have as narrow a phase width as possible, and the maximum phase width should be around 200 nm.

The phase width cannot be arbitrarily small. The minimum phase width is constraint on the one hand
by mask-making limitations, and on the other hand by the need to maintain adequate image quality. For
an exposure system with a 2% flare, the dose sensitivity as a function of phase width is shown by the curve
with the square markers in Fig. 6. The dose sensitivity shown is the CD change with a 10% dose variation.
As the phase width decreases from 300 nm, the dose sensitivity starts to increase. To maintain adequate

In the limit of s = 0, there is no aberration sensitivity because we have no image anymore.
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(a) traditional alternating PSM (b) light-field trim
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Figure 4. A line can be formed by combining the light-field trim mask (b) with either the traditional alternating
PSM (a) or the enhanced alternating PSM (c).
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Figure 5. Both aberration sensitivity and exposure latitude decrease as a function of phase width.
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Figure 6. A balance can be maintained between dose and aberration sensitivities.

latitude, the minimum phase width should be approximately 100 nm. Together with the upper-bound
determined from aberration sensitivity considerations, the phase width should range from 100—200 nm.

With the bounds of the phase width defined, we need to determine the optimal number of phase regions
(n) . Figure 7 shows the placement sensitivity of a 100-nm line to third order coma aberration as a function
of the number of phase regions, whose widths are 100 nm. There is a reduction in aberration sensitivity as
n increases from 1 to 2. But subsequent increase in n causes the sensitivity to increase. This phenomenon
arises because the additional phase regions effectively transform the original isolated line into a periodic
pattern with a 200-nm pitch, whose aberration sensitivity is high because of poor image quality [Fig. 3(a)].
If we set the phase width to 150 nm, the aberration sensitivity converges to a low value with increasing m,
as shown in Fig. 8. The asymptotic value of 2.2 nm/0.O1A is reached when n is as small as 2 (n = 2). Since
two phase regions are adequate, the width of the regions (s) can be as small as 100 nm without worries of
increased aberration sensitivity with larger values of m [Fig. 7].

Summarizing the above results, a balance between aberration and dose sensitivity can be achieved by
using extra phase regions on an alternating PSM. For the exposure system under consideration (A =248 nm,
NA = 0.68) , the minimum phase width is 100 nm and the number of phase regions per line edge is two. We
call this technique of adding extra phase regions for aberration sensitivity reduction "enhanced alternating
PSM." §

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimentally measured linewidth variation as a function of the average CD is plotted in Fig. 9. The
isolated line was designed using an enhanced alternating PSM with a CD of 125 nm and 2 phase regions
whose widths (s) are 125 nm. The various mean CDs were achieved by exposure dose changes. Linewidth
variation is expressed in 3cr numbers; each datum in the figure was calculated from analysis of 4,000
electrical linewidth measurement data using the spatial dissection method.'9 Isolated lines with an average
dimension of 36 nm were printed with a 3cr variation of 13.4 nm. This critical dimension corresponds to
k, = 0.1.

This nomenclature is due to Juergen Preuninger at Infineon.
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Figure 9. Experimentally measured linewidth variation as a function of nominal CD. Isolated lines as small as
36 nm were printed with good dimension control using enhanced alternating PSM.

6. DISCUSSION
By using extra phase regions on an alternating PSM to decrease the effective pattern period, aberration
sensitivity is reduced. This technique is applicable to processes using dark-field alternating PSMs and
light-field trim masks. Since dark-field alternating PSM is preferred because of mask inspection and defect
issues, the use of enhanced alternating PSM does not result in additional processing steps. It is entirely
consistent with the existing technology. Lines as small as 36 nm (k1 = 0.1) were demonstrated with a
linewidth control of 13.4 nm (3cr).

The use of multiple phase regions creates a design problem similar to that of assist feature optimization.
The placement and sizing of the auxiliary phase regions require software whose intelligence is no less than
those of phase assignment algorithms.2023 In order to maintain a low overall aberration sensitivity,
forbidden pitches may need to be introduced. But the improved lithography performance of enhanced
alternating PSM is well worth these added complexities.
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF ZERNIKE POLYNOMIALS
Ordering of the Zernike polynomials in the figures is similar to that by Mahajan.'2

Term Z(p,q)
1 V'1 (+1)
2 \/i (+p)cosçb
3 (+p)sinq
4 \/ (+2p2—1)
5 \/ (+p2)cos2
6 v1 (+p2)sin2q
7 \/f (+3p3—2p)cosçb
8 \/f (+3p3 — 2p)sin
9 \/f (+p3)cos3q
10 \/ (+p3)sin3çb
11 \/g (+6p4 — 6p2 + 1)
12 \/i.i5 (+4p4—3p2)cos2q5
13 v'iii (+4p4—3p2)sin2q
14 \/fi5 (+p4)cos4q
15 \/ii (+p4)sin4cb
16 \/i (+10p5 — 12p3 + 3p)cos çb

17 v1i (+10p5 — 12p3 + 3p)sin çb
18 \/i (+5p5—4p3)cos3q
19 \/i (+5p5 — 4p3)sin3çL

20 \/f (+p5)cos5q
21 \/i (+p5)sin5cb
22 \/ (+20p6 — 30p4 + 12p2 — 1)

23 \/121 (+15p6—20p4+6p2)cos2çb
24 \/ii (+15p6 — 20p4 + 6p2)sin 2çL
25 \/i-;i (+6p6 — 5p4)cos4çb
26 /ii (+6p6 — 5p4)sin4çb
27 \/121 (+p6)cos6q
28 \/fJ (+p6)sin6cb
29 \/I (+35p7 — 60p5 + 30p3 — 4p)cos q
30 /i (+35p7 — 60p5 + 30p3 — 4p)sin q
31 /fI (+21p7—30p5+10p3)cos3q
32 v'i (+21p7—30p5+10p3)sin3q
33 v'i (+7p7 — 6p5)cos 5
34 (+7p7 — 6p5)sin 5çb

35 \/i (+p7)cos7
36 (+p7)sin7q
37 \/ (+70 p8 — 140p6 + 90p4 — 20p2 + 1)
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